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Our vision

change the status quo of what can be achieved with a computer

• develop technical solutions…
• that solve well-defined business problem…
• in collaboration frameworks
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... and we have been rated as one of the top 3 FinTech startups in risk analytics!
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Legals

• The application of some of the methods 
presented here are patent protected.* 

• If you are interested in implementing them 
please get in contact.

• We are very happy to give you a licence for 
your own use.

(*) patents pending approval in several jurisdictions around the world 4
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The pricing problem in risk calculations and the 

challenge with DIM
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Risk calculations need up to millions of daily portfolio revaluations

Risk calculations are based on Monte Carlo or Historical 
Simulations. They need to price portfolios on a huge number of 
scenarios. This is timewise and economically very expensive 
• CVA

• 10,000 paths x 100 time-steps = 1,000,000 revaluations 
𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• Sensitivities: 1,000,000 revaluations per sensitivity
• Pre-trade pricing: CVA price needed intra-day, 1,000,000 

revaluations
• IMM-CCR capital

• similar needs to CVA
• IMA-FRTB capital

• ES: 250 x Num liquidity horizons
• Period of stress calibration, 3,000+ revaluations

• Max sVaR: 3,000+ revaluations
• Portfolio optimization

There is a need of an algorithmic approximation methods for 
pricing.

This method needs to be
• Fast
• Accurate
• Easy to calibrate
• Stable
• Low in memory use
• Parallelizable in cloud-based computing

The computational problem Approximation method
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Pricing problem in Dynamic Initial Margin (DIM)

• Initial Margin

• VaR like measure on a ten-day PnL

• SIMM (ISDA): sensitivities based

• DIM is nested Monte Carlo type simulation, 

computationally very expensive

• VaR-like DIM needs 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟖 pricings

• Dynamic SIMM needs 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟕 pricings
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Need alternative ways to compute DIM. Sampling techniques

• Regression methods: Nadaraya-Watson, polynomial regression (Chan, et al (2017)) 

• VaR like IM

• Assumptions: normality; PV distributions within MC engine 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• Fast once trained

• Deep Neural Nets (Ma, X, et al (2019))

• For dynamic SIMM

• Powerful but can be difficult to train

• Relies on PV distributions within MC engine 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• Chebyshev tensors for DIM

• Smart sampling of functions gives great convergence properties.
• Can be applied in many ways. 

• For DIM we approximate the sensitivities with 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟒

• Enables other (“unthinkable”) calculations like dynamic hedging simulation
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Mathematical framework for

Chebyshev tensors
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Tensors and interpolators

• A tensor is a grid of points with values on them

• A polynomial interpolant is a polynomial that interpolates the

values on the grid of points. E.g. goes through the red stars

• Given a tensor we can define a unique polynomial

interpolant

• Interpolants can be used to approximate a function

• All we need are grid points and the values of the

function on those points
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Interpolating on the correct points

Interpolation, especially on equidistant points, has a bad reputation mainly due to:

• Exponential divergence for some analytic functions; Runge phenomenon (Runge, (1901)).

• There is no interpolation scheme that works for all continuous functions (Faber, (1914)).

Chebyshev interpolants correct these issues:

• Chebyshev points are the projection of equidistant points on

the unitary circle onto the real line (Trefethen, (2013)).

• 𝑥3 = 𝑅𝑒𝑧3 =
7
8
𝑧3 + 𝑧397 , 0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛

• or 𝑥3 = cos 𝑗𝜋/𝑛 , 0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛
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Exponential convergence

Theorem (S. Bernstein (1912c) 1-dim, Gaß, Glau, Mahlstedt, Mair, (2016) n-dim)

Let f be an analytic function on a compact domain in ℝ#. Suppose it has a bounded

analytic continuation to a Bernstein ellipse in ℂ#. Then the Chebyshev interpolant of
degree n converges quasi-exponentially to the function f as n tends to infinity.

||𝑓 − 𝑝H||I ≤ 𝒐(𝜌9H
M
N)
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Grid point comparison

• Using the correct interpolation 
scheme completely changes 
convergence properties

Interpolation 
Technique

Grid Size Precision Improvement

Linear 256 (16x16) 10-1 n/a

Chebyshev 256 (16x16) 10-7 Perfect pricing

Chebyshev 25 (5x5) 10-1 10% of original CPU effort

Log scale

Equidistant grid Chebyshev grid
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• Numerically stable

• Evaluates in linear time 𝑂(𝑛)

• Only need grid points and values on grid points

Stable linear evaluation and application to pricing functions

• Chebyshev interpolants can be evaluated in linear time and in a numerically stable manner using

Lagrange polynomials and the barycentric interpolation formula (Salzer, (1972))

𝑝 𝑥 =
∑RSTH 𝛽R

−1 R V 𝑓 𝑥R
𝑥 − 𝑥R

∑RSTH 𝛽R
−1 R

𝑥 − 𝑥R

where 𝛽 = [0.5 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 = 𝑛
1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 0, 𝑛
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Applying Chebyshev tensors to pricing functions

• The vast majority of pricing functions are piece-wise analytic.

• Chebyshev tensors are an optimal choice to approximate them.
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Summary

To summarize so far…

• Exponential convergence implies high levels of accuracy with only a few 
calls to the original function.

• Super fast numerically stable evaluation.

• Applies to pricing functions.
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Extensive literature on function approximation using Chebyshev interpolants
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Chebyshev tensors within risk engines
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MoCaX library easily plugged into any existing risk engine

• Brute force pricing

e.g. 5,000 scenarios

Risk scenarios Pricing engine

Portfolio

Price distribution Risk metrics

• Plug in Chebyshev tensors

Risk scenarios

Portfolio

Pricing engine

Generate Chebyshev 
scenarios (grid points)

Build 
Chebyshev 

tensor

Price original 
scenarios

Brute force prices

Price distribution Risk metrics

MoCaX prices
1 2 3

R
ed

uc
ed

 
sc

en
ar

io
s

Risk scenarios fed into 
MoCaX suite where 

Chebyshev scenarios 
(reduced set of scenarios) are 

generated

Chebyshev scenarios 
and portfolio are the 
inputs to the Pricing 

Engine

Pricing Engine prices 
Chebyshev scenarios 

and feeds them to 
MoCaX suite to build 

Chebyshev tensor

Chebyshev tensor 
prices the whole 
collection of risk 

scenarios

e.g. 5,000 portfolio evaluations

e.g. 5,000 scenarios e.g. 100 scenarios e.g. 5,000 polynomial evaluations

Risk scenarios and trade data 
are the inputs to pricing engine

Pricing engine prices risk scenarios 
and outputs a distribution of prices

The distribution of prices is used to 
produce risk metrics

e.g. 100 portfolio evaluations

1. Creates one MoCaX object per trade
2. They can be easily stored and reused
3. They can be aggregated into portfolios
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Tensors and the curse of dimensionality

As the dimensionality of the tensor increases the number of points on the tensor grows exponentially.

• If dimension of tensor is 𝑑 and the number of points per dimension 𝑛, the number of points on tensor is 𝑛d.

Pricing functions depend on many risk factors and hence are high dimensional.

• E.g. Bermudan swaption depends on a range of rates (say 50), and on hundreds of implied volatilities.

• With hundreds of dimensions, it is impossible to build a tensor that can approximate it.

• With a minimum of 2 points per dimension in a pricing function of dimension 100, we need 1.27×10hT.

How do we side-step this problem?
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Three techniques to side-step the curse of dimensionality

Risk scenarios Generate Chebyshev 
scenarios (grid points)

Build 
Chebyshev 

tensor

Price original 
scenarios Price distribution Risk metrics

MoCaX prices
1 2 3

Common to all applicationsApplication Specific

1.
Composition technique

e.g. XVA

2.
Completion algorithm

(Cheb + Machine Learning)

3.
Sliding technique

e.g. FRTB

Low dim (1-5) Mid-range dim (<30) High dim (1,000+)
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Composition technique used in XVA or IMM
Monte Carlo engine
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Model Space

(Risk Factor Scenarios)

Market Space

(Market Scenarios)

Output

§ 2-factor H&W short 
rates

§ 1-factor H&W short rate 
+ Stoch Vol factor

§ 5-factor AR model
§ …

§ Yield curves (e.g. 30 pts)
§ Spread curves (e.g. 30 pts)
§ Vol surfaces (e.g. 300 pts)

§ Price
§ Sensitivities

ℝi ℝj ℝ𝑃𝑔

ℝi ℝ
𝑓 = 𝑃 ∘ 𝑔



Completion algorithm: tensors in TT format of low rank 
used to cover higher dimensions

* Glau, et al. (2019)

• Evaluate tensor on only a few points. Maximise this 
information by expressing interpolators “… in tensor train 
(TT) format and develop an efficient way, based on tensor 
completion, to approximate the interpolation coefficients.” *

• “… the compression is dramatic… namely the numbers of 
required entries shrinks by a factor of more than 3 × 107n… 
accelerates the computation by a factor between 2000 and 
4000… new method is as accurate as the reference MC 
algorithm.” *

Most promising technique
Currently under detailed investigation
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Sliding Technique: collections of Chebyshev objects for 
high-dimensional problems

Substantially reduce the number of points on tensor: from 𝒏𝒅 to 𝒅𝒏.

PC1

PC2

PC3

∆𝑃 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝h (𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶2, 𝑃𝐶3)

No. Anchor Points
4x4x4 = 64

PCs

PC1 PC2 PC3

∆𝑃 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝7 𝑃𝐶1 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝7 𝑃𝐶2 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝7 𝑃𝐶3

No. Anchor Points
4+4+4 = 12

PCs

PC1
PC3

PC2

∆𝑃 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝8 𝑃𝐶1, 𝑃𝐶2 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝7 𝑃𝐶3

No. Anchor Points
4x4+4 = 20



Applications

Business line Pricing calculation optimized by MoCaX
technology

Computational 
time savings

Brute force 
time

Chebyshev 
tensor build

Chebyshev 
tensor eval

Market Risk 
Capital

FRTB – IMA Expected shortfall, Max SVaR, 
Stressed VaR 90% 1 hour 6 minutes Microsecond 

range

XVA pricing Expected Exposure (EE), Dynamic Initial Margin 
(DIM) 95% 1 hour 3 minutes Microsecond 

range

XVA hedging CVA – sensitivities 95% 1 hour 3 minutes Microsecond 
range

Dynamic Initial 
Margin (DIM) Dynamic sensitivities 99% 1 hour 36 seconds Microsecond 

range

CCR Capital 
(IMM & CVA)

Expected Exposure (EE), Dynamic Initial Margin 
(DIM) 95% 1 hour 3 minutes Microsecond 

range

CVA - FRTB Expected Exposure (EE), Dynamic Initial Margin 
(DIM), CVA sensitivities 95% 1 hour 3 minutes Microsecond 

range
24



Approximating DIM



Estimating Var-like DIM (Chan, et al 2017)

• What do we want? 

• Quantile of a 10-day PnL at each MC node. With brute force 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟖

• Portfolio

• 100 trades: swaps, swaptions and cross currency swaps

• Nadaraya-Watson

• Uses PV at node and PV 10 days ahead (only one!!) 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• Main assumption: normality of 10-day PnL

5
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Results for Nadaraya-Watson regression

• Accuracy

• Consistency tests show relatively good statistical behaviour

• Computational cost

• Assumes PV distribution on MC simulation! 

• 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔 requirement to run

• Fast evaluation

• Drawbacks

• Not good as SIMM estimator; shifting parameter applied, frowned upon by regulators

• Ignores high dimensionality of the problem
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Deep Neural Nets to compute Dynamic SIMM (Ma, X. et al (2019))

• What do we need?

• SIMM at every node of MC simulation. With brute force 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟕

• Portfolio

• Swaps and cross-currency Swaps. i.e. Linear

• Dimensionality of input layer: Around 60

• DNN used

• Three layers, 4-8 neurons each

• Inputs: Simulated risk factors (CCR/xVA), time variable and PVs

• Output: SIMM

• Trained on 100-5000 data samples
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Results for DNNs

5

• Computational cost

• PVs needed 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟑 pricing cost to train

• Once trained (3,000 epochs) use in CCR/xVA
existing engine

• Reported accuracy: 1-4% (Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error MAPE)

• Possibility of using it for a whole quarter 
explored



Approximate stochastic sensitivities at each time slice in the MC simulation

Evaluation node
Evaluation “time slice”

Min & Max
Chebyshev points
Evaluation point

Scenario



Steps…

1. Run Risk Factor Evolution models (e.g. Hull-white models)
E.g.
• 10,000 paths; 100 time steps (1,000,000 nodes)
• Obtain market risk factors in each node: eg Yield curves, vol surfaces

2. Define the relevant risk factors for SIMM calculation of each trade
• E.g. Swap rates for Swaps as defined in SIMM

3. For each time slice and each risk factor
• Find Min & Max of risk factor (this is input space for Chebyshev approximation)
• Compute Chebyshev points (e.g. 10 points)
• Compute the sensitivity on each Chebyshev point
• This creates Chebyshev tensor that can evaluate sensitivities wrt risk factor

4. Evaluate Chebyshev object 
• On the 10,000 nodes of the time slice
• This gives 10,000 sensitivities wrt risk factor



Building Chebyshev tensor on SIMM risk factor space

• Si sensitivity wrt 𝑖-th risk factor

ℝj ℝ
𝑆R

Market Space Sensitivity

• Define an embedding ℎ

ℝ7 ℝj
ℎ

Market Space

Apply composition technique to 𝑺𝒊 and build Chebyshev tensor

• Define your own embedding
• Use RFE model functions

ℝ7 ℝj ℝ
𝑆Rℎ

𝑓 = 𝑆R ∘ ℎ

Market Space Sensitivity



Tests (Zeron, Ruiz. Dynamic Initial Margin via Chebyshev Spectral Decompositions. 2018)

• What do we want?

• Sensitivities to each trade at every node of 

MC simulation. With brute force 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟕

• Portfolio

• Swaps, Swaptions with different moneyness

• Dimensionality

• 1-factor model for stochastic rates

• 1-factor model for vols

• Market space dimensionality in the hundreds



Results for Chebyshev tensors on Swaption OTM

36

Expected

95th %quantile

• Cheb pts per tensor: 10

• ISDA sensitivities: 10-30
• Time slices: 100

• Total 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟒

• Chebyshev error < 1% 
(Maximum error)



Results for Chebyshev tensors on Swaption ITM
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• Cheb pts per tensor: 10

• ISDA sensitivities: 10-30
• Time slices: 100

• Total 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟒

• Chebyshev error < 1% 
(Maximum error)

Expected

95th %quantile



Results for Chebyshev tensors on Swaption ATM
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• Cheb pts per tensor: 10

• ISDA sensitivities: 10-30
• Time slices: 100

• Total 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟒

• Chebyshev error < 1% 
(Maximum error)

Expected

95th %quantile



The results are very good at any point of the histogram of IM



Computing effort

DIM estimated CPU effort
CVA or IMM Brute-force Regression DNN Chebyshev AAD

1 x10 - x50 X1 x1 x0.03 x5 - x10

𝟎 𝟏𝟎𝟔 0 10: 0 10; 0 10; 𝟎 𝟏𝟎𝟒 0 10:



• Simple, fast and easy to 
implement

• Ignores complexity of the 
problem

• Does not approximate SIMM
• Requires almost all PV 

distribution 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

Summary of techniques

Regression Deep Neural Nets Chebyshev

• Deals with high-dimensionality
• Fast once trained
• Possible re-use of trained models

• Will it work with more complex 
trades and higher 
dimensions? E.g. Bermudan 
Swaptions with hundreds of 
input dimensions

• Hyper-parameter optimization

• Needs full PV distribution 
𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟔

• Simple with high accuracy
• Low computational cost 𝑶 𝟏𝟎𝟒

• Handles high-dimensionality
• Very encouraging results: to our 

knowledge, best technique for 
DIM

• Need to extend it to more 
complex products and RFE 
models



Key takeaways



Key takeaways

• Regressions are simple but lack accuracy. Deep Neural Nets 

rising technique. Will it work on Bermudan Swaptions on 600 

inputs?

• Chebyshev tensors are a powerful way of accurately computing 

risk metrics, such as DIM, very cheaply

• Out of all techniques presented here Chebyshev is the cheapest

and most accurate so far



Thanks!

1 Primrose Street
London EC2A 2EX

UK

www.mocaxintelligence.com
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Ignacio Ruiz
Founder & CEO

i.ruiz@iruiztechnologies.com

Mariano Zeron
Head of R&D

m.zeron@iruiztechnologies.com
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